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> A call through time, 2016 Pageant

Ian  
welcomes 

us and 
teaches us 
gestures 

for joy, love 
and peace

Richard reads Luke 2:1-7

Sarah & Chris follow the star

Maya reads Luke 2:8-14

The angels rediscover the joy 
of the Christmas message

Tess reads Luke 2:15-20
The shepherds realize that they 

really do love their sheep

Theo reads Mathew 2:1-12

The wise ones stop fighting 
and find peace together

A prayer for joy, love and peace for all the world

The 2016 Christmas Eve Pageant was a wonderful celebration 
of the story of the nativity.  Told through the eyes of two 
children, Chris and Sarah, we travelled back in time where they 
encountered angels, shepherds with their sheep and wise ones 
who had all lost something precious.  Together we learnt that 
we are called to makers of joy, love and peace.

The script ‘A call through time’ was a team effort, the result of 
a brain storming session, then written by Caitlin Mullen with 
input from Saide Cameron and the two YUCY groups.  The 
beautiful dance sequence that welcomed in the Holy Family 
was choreographed by Beth Shelton.  The young people had a 
wonderful time attending rehearsals with Caitlin and Rachel.  
We enjoyed two full day rehearsals which were lots of fun.

A fabulous crew directed by Saide made the whole thing 
possible.  Many thanks to Wayne Matthews & his team for the 
wonderful adaptable stage pieces.  Thanks as always to the 
Potter family for their creativity and determination to create a 
magical set to hold the story and to Helen Burnham for providing 
such fabulous props.  Thanks to Julie Potter for gathering the 
musicians and Elaine Potter for her choir direction with the 
opening ‘Star Carol’ and finale ‘Sing Noel & Go Tell it on the 
Mountain’ medley and thanks to the choir members as well.

And finally thank you to the providers of our meal (Julie 
McKinnon, Ann Soo, Klaus & Sandra Schwingeler), Ken Morrison 
for his delightful photos, our Bible readers and to everyone else 
who contributed.           Saide Cameron
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Welcoming the Holy Family

Jesus, Mary & Joseph! Who are all these people?


